
Commutative Algebra
Fall 2020, MATH 4107/5001
School of Mathematics and Statistics, Carleton University

Instructor: Colin Ingalls
Office: #4229 HP, Tel: (613) 520 2600 (Ext. 2136)
Email: cingalls@math.carleton.ca
Lectures: Available Online
Office hours: Online office hours by request.

Description:

4107:Fields, including algebraic and transcendental extensions, Galois theory, valuation theory; Noethe-
rian commutative rings, including Noether decomposition theorem and localization.
Prerequisite: MATH 3158 or permission of the School.

5001: Prime spectrum of a commutative ring (as a topological space); localization of rings and modules;
tensor product of modules and algebras; Hilberts Nullstellensatz and consequences for finitely generated
algebras; Krull dimension of a ring; integral dependence, going-up, going-down; Noether Normalization
Lemma and dimension theory.

Textbook:
“Introduction to Commutative Algebra”, by Atiyah and MacDonald, Westview Press, 1969.

Other books:

“Steps in Commutative Algebra” R.Y. Sharp, LMS Texts 19, Cambridge University Press, 1990.

“Ideals, Varieties, and Algorithms” Cox, Little, and O’Shea, springer-Verlag, 2007.

“Undergraduate Commutative Algebra” Miles Reid, LMS Texts 29.Cambridge University Press, 1995.

“Commutative Ring Theory” Matsumura, Cambridge University Press, 1986.

“An invitation to Algebraic Geometry,” Smith, Lauri Kahanpää, Pekka Kekäläinen, Traves, 2004.

Topics to be Covered:

Chapter 1 Rings and Ideals

Chapter 2 Modules

Chapter 3 Rings and Modules of Fractions

Chapter 4 Primary Decomposition

Chapter 5 Integral Dependence and Valuations

Chapter 6 Chain Conditions
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Chapter 7 Noetherian Rings

Chapter 9 Discrete Valuation Rings and Dedekind Domains

Chapter 11 Dimension Theory

Classes begin: September 9, 2020.
Classes end: December 11, 2020.
Take home exams due: December 23, 2020.

Term mark: There will be 7 assignments, Each worth 10%.
You are expected to do all the assignments. No make up, early, or delayed assignments. Any missing
assignments will be counted as zero.
The assignments must be your own work. In particular, you must cite everything you are taking from the
literature or that you discussed with someone else. Total portion of the final mark in assignments: 70%.
Evaluation: Term mark is 70%; final exam is 30%,

Academic Accommodation: You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations
during the term. For an accommodation request the processes are as follows:
Pregnancy and Student Parental Leave: write to me with any requests for academic accommodation

during the first two weeks of class, or as soon as possible after the need for accommodation is
known to exist. For more details see the Parental Leave Guide.

Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: The Paul Menton Centre for Students with
Disabilities (PMC) provides services to students with Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/mental
health disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorders
(ASD), chronic medical conditions, and impairments in mobility, hearing, and vision. If you have
a disability requiring academic accommodations in this course, please contact PMC at 613-520-
6608 or pmc@carleton.ca for a formal evaluation. If you are already registered with the PMC,
contact your PMC coordinator to send me your Letter of Accommodation at the beginning of
the term, and no later than two weeks before the first in-class scheduled test or exam requiring
accommodation (if applicable). After requesting accommodation from PMC, meet with me to en-
sure accommodation arrangements are made. Please consult the PMC website for the deadline to
request accommodations for the formally-scheduled exam (if applicable).

Religious obligation: write to me with any requests for academic accommodation during the first two
weeks of class, or as soon as possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist. For
more details see the Religious Observation Guide.

Contact Information: e-mail: cingalls@math.carleton.ca
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